
Ending Profiling: 

1.)  Profiling of a person endows another with false choice and conviction for with that of the unknown 
purveyance of a myth of conviction of one another goes free for whom has disregarded a question of 
inner nature of the character of law of self and fellow they hold as no known given hypothetical; making 
of the victim a withheld person and making the aggregate of evidence for that of the assailant as the 
given captor of their freedom; for in that of them is the provision of the other as a known withholding 
of self characterism for only whom one is as a person of their side withholds the protection of the other. 

2.)  However the issue can be or is so as construed the given efficient and positivist way to disentangle 
such an issue with a given degree of inner advocate is when this topic is used to play for the only one 
whom knows their inner difference; the hidden quality of color; race; sex or disability; so as to protect 
the innocent; and make the difference of the guilty and the supposed witness of many or as one; apart 
or together through that of what is not remarked effectively upon under by either tradition or perdition. 

A.)  One is that the provision of color for instance can be replaced as a fourth (one degree-less) known 
factual relation induced from evidence hidden by photography merely with implementation of any such 
commission of a crime and witness as at stand in a given scene; that of note of item; and identity of ware 
of provision of action and transportation under factual serial number; item of defect; means of approach 
and; recession of following in itemized default of provision that forms any means of commission of plan. 

B.)  Note of item of self as in ware is then the notice default provision of any given one itemized return 
under rotation of vantage and perspective under step-wise notion of given for former as under receipt 
to aim and mean of investigative means; so as to retain either (explicit); such as any return known fact 
kept separately of either (age) or (race, color) or (inactivity) under the recipiency of secondary means of 
inconclusive evidence kept apart of separate or proposed unknowable connection is known; as that of 
what is incurrence for default of witness is formed as difference of unmentionable question of relation. 

Method: 

As for instance; when encountering a person made to testify of color or race supposed there is 
a method to reveal that of these only at the time of court hearing and judicial representation: 

a.)  A photograph of a person with bodily article and given implement of activity; leaves the remark of 
all known evidence as a trace of what identifiable measures utilized in activity conclusively except alone. 

b.)  At the time of record keeping; the equatement of their known existence with a reference code; and 
the untraceable properties of numbers as in that of what is equated by each of all of character symbolic 
set associates the given detail of character reference with the unknowable until revealed to relevancy. 

c.)  This method works for that of what is a code and Venn diagram overlap and (time stamp) encoded in 
that of a photograph as the definite difference of prior indication of identifiable features and identity as 
certain with that of prior presentation of factual relation in given knowable relationship to all witnesses. 



Caveat of Benefit: 

a.)  A subscripted notion is when an entitlement benefits it’s given cross reference under referentiality; 
for which an exclusive ‘either’ of given to yielded notion under free domain explicitly declares it’s 
exception under free expression of relation of clue; for in that of which an excised variable is 
declarative; inductive and deduced from non-radicalized free domains into exterior variable set of 
control; for then those of which explicitly invoke difference become known absolute ordinances. 

Examples: 

1.)  a road sign malappropriated. 

2.)  a stolen good 

3.)  false transpiration 

4.)  lost item 

5.)  item of ware 

These need be only then known as declarative; under the positivists opinion of open variable expressed 
declaration; for that of free establishment of which is that no false contingency can freely appropriate 
and possess it’s ‘owner’ or ‘parent’ relation of former for afterwards what is known fact in relation to 
either innocence or guilt; the articulated means by way of which one singular division represents truth. 

Instruct: 

Declarative issue of purpose per self insured appropriation of given belief in that of other of open terms 
to other of whom licenses issue of declaration of purpose to said effect stands then as distinct under all 
open terms of declaration as either given issuance at open odds is the defeat of but one for by what are 
then in each all odds of which declaratively exclude the portion of which is of defense to self by that of 
what then in another is their open right of given excuse to portion of release of self as to other as whom 
bears witness to this said effect by the subsidiary right of which is given license to end effect of either 
such provisional right with said means to bring endings of what is rightfully granted per the bestowal of 
what is containable in each given issuance at stand and right of privilege to each purpose granted with 
such terms are are understood to be naturalized by birth to right of other per understanding of effect. 

Therefore under such open obligations of which are presumed the right of one to stand as witness to 
what is the inclusion of other under open terms of diplomatic and naturalized citizenship of right of 
passage to end effect of ware are the guarantee of said effect of each jurisprudialship bearing manner of 
effect unto means of deployment of contractual status of what is said right of privilege as known by one 
and each such rightful benefactor within each known vestige of opening of passage as into life and once 
beyond as clearance to free provision to except means of what is unwarranted license to free exercise of 
what otherwise inclusively is excluded from unnaturalized right of purpose to end said effect of purpose 
ending in the termination of contractual status of which remains part in purpose prior to end net effect.


